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In a wireless sensor network, with numerous sensor nodes, a huge volume of data is produced. For the massive 
data generated by sensor networks to be understood by the machine, semantic web technologies such as ontology 
need to be applied. On the other hand, since the end users intend to access the high-level physical entities informa-
tion monitored by the sensor network, the applicability of sensor networks can be enhanced through proposing a 
strategy to extract the data based on entities instead of extracting the raw sensor data. Hence, in this paper firstly, 
ontology will be presented for physical entities semantic modelling (PESM). Secondly, an appropriate strategy 
will be offered to collect and aggregate data on physical entities through software agents. The result of modelling 
and simulation of the proposed method represents its desirable performance to other previous strategies.
KEYWORDS: semantic sensor network, semantic data aggregation, software agents, physical entity modelling, 
ontology.

1. Introduction
Wireless sensor networks are employed to collect in-
formation in areas where the user cannot be present. 
In such networks, there are numerous sensor nodes 
spread across the environment, where each node sends 

the data from the surrounding environment through 
other nodes as a stream of data to the sink node. For 
the massive data generated by sensor networks to be 
machine-understandable, semantic web technologies 
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need to be applied. The semantic web technologies 
can better manage the query and integrate sensor data. 
They allow the users to perform at a higher level than 
technical details concerning sensors and sensor net-
works and perform at domain concepts level. More-
over, they can provide an opportunity to connect sen-
sor data to data available on the web. Ontology is the 
most important semantic technology to provide and 
share knowledge. So far, several ontologies for exam-
ple, CSIRO [17], OntoSensor [12] and SSN [10] have 
been presented for the semantic modelling of wireless 
sensor networks and sensor data. Even though there 
have been many efforts made to collect and aggregate 
data across a sensor network, the applicability of sen-
sor networks can be further enhanced. It can be done 
through proposing a strategy on extracting the data se-
mantically and based on entities instead of extracting 
the raw sensor data, because the end users intend to 
access the high-level physical entities information that 
is monitored by the sensor network. 
For example, consider the sensor network that is estab-
lished in a zoo for monitoring of situation of animals 
and their location. Instead of taking raw data individ-
ually, entity-based and interrelated information can 
be considered. In this example, animals and cages are 
considered as physical entities. Sensed data gather and 
store based on these entities (e.g., temperature, humidi-
ty, light, water and food amount, etc. from the cages and 
location, weight, mobility, etc. related to animals). Rela-
tion information between the cages, animals-cages and 
animals are also determined and stored. Therefore, it is 
possible to answer high level and complex queries.
In entity-based data extraction from the sensor network, 
an appropriate strategy should be presented to extract 
the mobile entities information. To collect the entity 
information and detect the mobile entities, application 
of software agents can be useful. The software agent is 
a computer program deployed in an environment that 
is capable of operating automatically so as to attain its 
pre-determined objectives [22]. The environment needs 
to fulfill some conditions prior to the deployment of an 
agent-based system. According to [22], the environ-
ment should be open, dynamic, ambiguous and complex. 
A wireless sensor network with such conditions can, 
therefore, be favorable for employing the agents to re-
solve some problems raised in such networks. 
Considering all the facts mentioned above, this paper 
firstly intends to use a method for semantic and tempo-

ral modelling of physical entities that is monitored by 
a sensor network and their interrelationships. For this 
purpose, ontology is used for semantic modelling of re-
al-world physical entities (PESM ontology) [2]. After-
wards, the developments required to model time, space 
and entity interrelationship will be added to the mod-
el. Secondly, an appropriate strategy will be offered to 
collect and aggregate data on physical entities. To this 
end, a number of different software agents will be in-
troduced. The next stage involves gathering and aggre-
gation through software agents for physical entities in-
formation based on the proposed semantic model. 
The rest of the paper has been organized as follows. 
In Section 2, the previous relevant works will be re-
viewed. Section 3 will elaborate on the ontology con-
cerning the modelling of physical entities. In Section 
4, there is a proposed method for the collection and 
aggregation of semantic information about physical 
entities using the software agents. Section 5 will eval-
uate the proposed solutions. In Section 6, the summa-
ry and conclusion of the work are presented.

2. Related Works
In the field of semantic modelling of sensor networks 
and the use of semantic modelling for the gathering of 
sensor data, some works have been performed. The 
majority of works on semantic modelling of WSNs 
are concerned with appropriate ontology design. In 
general, the ontologies presented in this regard can 
be divided into two main categories: sensor-centric 
ontology and observation-centric ontology. The for-
mer has been developed to describe sensors and sen-
sor networks such as CSRIO [17], OntoSensor [12], 
CESN [9] and SDO [11]. The latter has been developed 
to describe sensor observations and sensor-obtained 
data such as Stimuli-Centered [20], O & M [21] and 
OOSTethys [5]. However, ontology SSN [10] is an 
appropriate perfect ontology based on OWL2 devel-
oped by the W3C Semantic Sensor Network called 
SSN-XG. This ontology describes the capabilities and 
properties of sensors, the act of sensing and the re-
sulting observations. Roda and Musulin presented an 
ontology-based framework based on two ontologies 
including SSN and SWRL and a new ontology as TAO 
for the smart management of data collected from the 
sensor network [19]. In [8], an ontology-based mod-
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el is presented to gain access to sensor network data 
and querying on data stream resources. In this work, 
the authors allow users to express their needs on a 
conceptual level independent from language-related 
details and implementation via developing SPARQL 
and rewriting the query. Kim et al. presented a meth-
odology to manage the data collected from heteroge-
neous sensor networks [17]. They introduced a set of 
words with rules related to the network to connect 
various networks and manage them using OWL lan-
guage. Concepts concerned with communications 
are not considered in SSN ontology and other ontol-
ogies of the sensor network. Hence, in [4], an exten-
sion was done on SSN ontology which modeled data 
transmition between sensors and relations between 
sensors. The aim was to enhance the network lifetime 
using this model and adapting sensor relations to 
their area. Calbimonte et al. proposed a new method 
of characterizing and extracting semantic metadata 
via analyzing the observations of sensor raw data [7].  
Ibrahim et al. presented a temporal-spatial model for 
sensor networks [14]. The model makes it possible to 
reason based on sensors in any time and place. In this 
work, BFO and SSN ontologies are used. Gorrepa-
ti and Kim proposed a hierarchical architecture for 
sensor information description using sensor data so 
that they become meaningful [13]. Pinheiro et al. pre-
sented the Human-Aware Sensor Network Ontology 
that is a comprehensive alignment and integration 
of sensing infrastructure ontology and a provenance 
ontology [18]. Bui et al. presented the analysis, design, 
implementation, and evaluation of a semantic layer 
within an existing BASN platform for the purpose of 
improving the semantic interoperability among sen-
sor networks and applications [6]. Calbimonte et al. 
proposed an ontology-based approach for providing 
data access and query capabilities to streaming data 
sources, allowing users to express their needs at a 
conceptual level, independent of implementation and 
language-specific details [8].

3. Physical Entities Semantic 
Modelling (PESM)
In this section, it is attempted to model the physical 
entities whose information is collected by the sensor 
network at a higher level of sensors and their obser-

vation [2]. For this purpose, ontology is presented for 
semantic modelling of real-world physical entities. 
DUL upper-level ontology was applied to create the 
desired ontology. The information relevant to the 
physical entity can be examined from three aspects: 
thematic, temporal and spatial information. In de-
signing the ontology of physical entities, it is crucial 
to take into account the various information aspects 
of modelling as described in the following.

3.1. Thematic Modelling
In the DUL, the physical entities are modeled as class-
es derived directly or indirectly from the DUL: Phys-
icalObject. Two entity classes that include Station-
aryEntity and MobileEntity, are defined as subclasses 
of the physical entity class. Each entity has a set of 
properties, for the definition of which, the Property 
class is applied as a subclass of DUL:Quality. Since 
the properties of the entities can be either constant 
or vary over time, the two classes StaticProperty and 
DynamicProperty are derived from Property. Two 
classes, ContinuousProperty and DiscretProperty, 
model continuous properties and discret properties. 
DUL:Amount class was used to model the amount of 
property. It consists of two parts, including DataVal-
ue class and DUL:UniteOfMeasure class. The param-
eter HasProperty is used to connect an entity to prop-
erty, while hasValue is used to connect the entity to its 
value.

3.2. Spatial Modelling
DUL:SpaceRegion class of DUL ontology is used to 
model the location of the physical entity. The geo-
graphic location of each physical entity can be deter-
mined through a form of polygon or circle. If the geo-
graphic location of an entity is an irregular curve, it 
can be considered in a rough approximation as a poly-
gon with several vertices.
Hence, we have the two classes, CircleRegion and 
PolygonRegion, defined as subclasses of DUL:Spa-
ceRegion. The wgs84: point class in wgs84 spatial 
ontology that includes the geographical coordinates 
of a point is used for defining these classes. As such, 
the class PolygonRegion is defined as a list of points 
which are actually the polygon vertices (using rdf: 
list), while class CircleRegion is defined by a point as 
center and a radius. At this stage, an entity class can 
use the parameter DUL:hasLocation to connect to one 
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of the classes derived from the DUL:SpaceRegion so 
as to determine its geographic location. 

3.3. Temporal Modelling
The state of physical entities can be modified from two 
aspects. First, it can be modified in terms of geograph-
ical location, where the location of the mobile physi-
cal geography may change by the time, and in spite of 
this, the geographical location of the stationary phys-
ical entities remains fixed and does not change by the 
time. Second, it can be modified in terms of the sub-
ject characteristics, and the value of dynamic char-
acteristics can be changed. To model thematic and 
spatial changes in time, (<MobileEntity>,DUL:hasLo-
cation,<DUL:SpaceRegion>) and (<DynamicProperty 
>, hasValue,< DUL:Amount >) triples are considered 
as dynamic and temporal. In addition, Time: instance 

class of Time ontology is used to display time. Then, 
respective triples are related to Time: instance class 
using atTime parameter. 

3.4. Entity Interrelationships
The various relationships between physical entities can 
be modeled through the entity properties, which can be 
either dynamic or static. In order to model the entity 
static properties, EntityStationaryProperty is defined, 
while the EntityDynamicProperty is defined to model 
the entity dynamic properties, which are linked with 
hasEntityProperty and hasEntityValue parameters 
with entity classes. Because the value of entity dynamic 
properties can vary over time, the triple (<EntityDy-
namicProperty>,hasEntityValue,<entity>) is converted 
into the temporal triple which can vary over time.The 
mentioned ontology is illustrated in Figure 1 [2].
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Figure 1 
Physical entities semantic modelling (PESM ontology)
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3.5. Semantic Queries 
An approach for extracting semantic information of 
entities from the data obtained based on the semantic 
model is presented further.
Extracting physical entities information is intended 
for extracting the entire or part of the semantic infor-
mation of the entity from the information obtained 
from the sensor network. The obtained information 
is determined by the ontology and in terms of RDF 
triples. SPARQL language is the standard one for se-
mantic query on RDF data. Semantic information 
preserved with regards to physical entities consists 
of a large number of thematic, temporal, and spatial 
information. According to the semantic modeling 
provided in the previous sections, the framework of 
semantic information of the entities is partially very 
similar. Consequently, we present an upper-level pat-
tern to perform queries relating to an entity in a spec-
ified and simpler form. Indeed, we intend to provide 
an entity-based query language at an upper-level. In 
spite of this, the query provided in this specific form 
is also converted into SPARQL queries. However, the 
presentation among the query language increases the 
precision and simplicity of employing the semantic 

Figure 2 
Query pattern of entities semantic information

data of entities obtained by the sensor network. This 
query language is an appropriate programming medi-
ator of using the semantic data of the sensors.
The query pattern provided for extracting the infor-
mation of the entity is illustrated in Figure 2.
According to Figure 2, in this particular pattern first-
ly, the essential sections of the entity are well defined. 
These sections involve numerous aspects, as well as 
time and place. Within this section, we consider the 
essential parts of the entity semantic information. If 
the entity semantic information is entirely demand-
ed, sign “*” is defined in this section. Therefore, we 
select a sensor network on whose data we intend to 
employ the query. However, once all the data are rel-
evant to one sensor network, this section is no longer 
essential. In the section where, thematic, spatial, and 
also temporal conditions of the entities under query 
are well defined. Initially, we consider those features 
of the physical entity having specific amounts or 
those that we want to maintain at a specific interval. 
We use relational operators {< , > , <= , >= , <>} to men-
tion the values as well as the range relevant to the en-
tity features. In this section, virtually, the static fea-
tures of the entity can be used as identifying an entity. 

 

Select  <req_sProperty1>,… | < req_dProperty1>, … | Time | Loc | * 

From [wsn] 

Where { 

            <det_sProperty1> <Rel> <sValue1>, …  

            <det_dProperty1> <Rel> <dValue1>, …  

            Location <Rel_loc> {    P, [(x1,y1), … ,(xn,yn)]  |   C, [(x1,y1), <R>] } 

            Time  <Rel_time> {   [From : <T> ]  [To : <T>] | [Instance]  }    

}   

<Rel> ::= { < , > , <= , >= , <>} 

<Rel_loc> ::= { EQ, PO, EC, DC, NTTPi, NTTP, TPPi, TPP} 

<Rel_time> ::= { After, Before, StartedBy, FinishedBy, During,  Equals } 

<T>  ::= <timestamp> | Now | (Y=<y> , M=<m> , D=<d> , H=<h> , I=<i> , 
S=<s>)       
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Consequently, the spatial conditions of the entity are 
specifying after the term Location. that is definite, an 
address is defined. This address is generally in form 
of a polygon. Instantly, the letter P is used and the 
vertices of the polygon are identified with a listing of 
points. The address is generally specified in a circular 
form. Then, the letter C is commonly used, and after 
that the center and radius of the circle are fixed. We 
should identify the types of relation between specific 
address along with address of the entity under query 
applying operators {EQ, PO, EC, DC, NTTPi, NTTP, 
TPPi, TPP} adopted from [3]. At the end, we deter-
mine the temporal conditions. The amounts of the dy-
namic features of entities relevant to the times set are 
extracted. To accomplish that, we determine the time. 
This time is generally a time interval which we deter-
mine initially and also end of the interval by From and 
To; or simply a time that we identify instantly. To ac-
complish that, we employ Instance. We employ to fix 
a specified time. This can be a timestamp, or even a 
set in terms of the year, month, day, hour, minute, and 
also second by utilizing signs {Y, M, D, H, I, S}. To as-
sociate the identified time to desired times, we utilize 
temporal relational operators {After, Before, Started, 
Finished, During, Equals} adopted from [3]. Accord-
ing to the conditions determined in section “where”, 
it becomes possible to extract one or more physical 
entities for the results of a query. As was mentioned, 
queries identified in an upper-level query language 
are required to be converted to SPARQL language to 
obtain the appropriate information from the seman-
tic data of the network.

4. Data Gathering of Semantic 
Entities Using Software Agents
This section provides the proposition of a suitable 
sensor network strategy for gathering the semantic 
information of physical entities based on the present-
ed ontology. To gather data from entities by the sensor 
network, the software agents are employed. In the fol-
lowing, the software agents are introduced along with 
the software agents used in this work.

4.1. Software Agents Used for Data Gathering 
A software agent is a combination of computer soft-
ware and data, which can operate automatically with-

out the intervention of human agent in a dynamic 
environment. Some of the software agents are specifi-
cally capable of migrating between computers, which 
are called mobile software agents. The intention is to 
gather entities’ semantic information on sensor net-
work using software agents. To this end, three differ-
ent agents are defined and used: 
1 Sensor agent: These software agents are deployed 

on sensor nodes. 
2 Entity agent: An entity agent is created for each en-

tity in the sensor network.
3 Sink agent: A sink agent is deployed on the sink 

node. Later on, the functions of each proposed 
agent will be discussed.

4.1.1. The Sensor Agent 
On each sensor node, there is a static sensor agent. 
The sensor agent places a semantic layer on the sen-
sor node so as to semantically define and provide the 
received data. This agent employs the SSN ontology 
for modelling the sensor, its output, observations, and 
interconnections. The observation time connects 
through ssn: observationResultTime to a temporal 
class in the ontology OWL-time, i.e. instance. For 
modelling the location of the sensor node, the ssn: 
platform, class, and parameters of ssn: onPlatform 
and hasCoordinate are applied. While the point class 
in ontology wgs84 is used to determine the spatial co-
ordinates. In target tracking applications, this agent 
detects the target and notifies the sink agent. More-
over, this agent is applied to determine the relation-
ship between the entities that will be discussed in the 
next sections.

4.1.2. The Entity Agent
The entity agent is used to gather information about 
the physical entity. It is the task of the agent to mi-
grate through the sensors toward the target area and 
deploy at a suitable node (leader node) adjacent to the 
desired entity and then acquire the entity informa-
tion from sensor agents, which takes place according 
to the matching of SSN ontology and entity ontology.
For this purpose, as can be seen in Figure 3, the sen-
sor observations are connected to entity ontology 
through parameters ssn: observes and ssn: observed-
Property, classes ssn: observation and ssn: sensor, con-
necting to the entity attributes in the entity ontology, 
i.e. the property class. As such, it is determined what 
properties a sensor are monitoring the entity. Addi-
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tionally, the ssn: sensorOutput class connects to DUL: 
Amount class using setting which indicates the values 
of an entity attribute. Therefore, the corresponding 
attributes to a given entity in ontology are evaluated 
through receiving data from the environment and 
evaluating the sensor ontology parameters. In order 
to obtain the time at which an entity changes status 
or an event occurs, a map is drawn directly between 
the temporal properties of sensor agent and the entity 
agent. An observation time in SSN ontology through 
ssn: observationResultTime is linked to the tempo-
ral class instance in Time ontology. This time can be 
equivalent to the time when the value of an entity at-
tribute varies. Hence, the valuation time of a proper-
ty, i.e. the time for hasValue, is connected to the same 
instance class.
In order to obtain the spatial information of each en-
tity, we assume that each node knows its location. The 
distance to the target entity can be estimated through 

Figure 3 
Linkaging physical entities ontology to SSN, wgs84 and time ontologies
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the calculation of time or strength of the reciprocat-
ing signal. In this case, the calculation of target enti-
ty location requires the information of at least three 
sensor nodes surrounding the entity. Whenever an 
entity agent receives various entity data (temporal, 
spatial and thematic), the data are sent to the sink 
agent at the sink node within specified intervals or 
when the status varies and there is variation in spa-
tial or thematic information. Additionally, the entity 
agent might receive specific instructions from the 
sink agent concerning the dispatching of current in-
formation or send the entity information in the fu-
ture. In this case, the entity agent is required to collect 
and dispatch the entity information as instructed.

4.1.3. The Sink Agent
A sink agent is deployed on the sink node. If the phys-
ical entity is detected by any of the sensor agents in 
the environment or in a pre-defined form, the sink 
agent will create an entity agent and send it to the 
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geographic location of the target entity. After that, 
the task of the sink agent is to make contact with the 
entity agents to gather information on the entity and 
complete the entity semantic tree. Having received 
the information, the sink agent will store the entity 
information in the semantic and temporal database of 
the sensor network.
However, the software agents are in charge of certain 
tasks on issues such as the election of the leader node, 
tracking of the entity, and detection of the entity in-
terrelationships which will be discussed later.

4.2. Deployment of Entity Agent in an 
Appropriate Sensor Node
In general, an entity might be placed within the sens-
ing range of several sensor nodes. Thus, multiple 
nodes can monitor the physical entity and collect its 
information. Therefore, the entity agent can be de-
ployed on any of these nodes and gather entity infor-
mation from the entity monitor nodes. However, for 
gathering data properly to save energy in the network 
and thereby extending the network lifetime, it is bet-
ter if the entity agent is placed in a node under certain 
conditions. For instance, the remaining energy of the 
node should be higher, the distance between the node 
and the target should be shorter, the average distance 
between the node and other monitor nodes of entity 
should be small, node might entail multiple sensors, 
and the distance between the leader node and the sink 
should be shorter.

4.2.1. Entity Detection Algorithm and Leader 
Node Election
If a physical entity is placed in the sensor network, the 
sensor nodes hosting the entity within their sensing 
range will detect that particular entity. These nodes 
are called monitor nodes over that entity. The task of 
sensor agents of monitor nodes is to elect one of the 
monitor nodes as the leader. The procedure is as fol-
lows: each sensor agent calculates the competency of 
the corresponding node for being a leader according 
to predefined parameters, notifying the other sensor 
agents in the monitor nodes so as to elect the node 
with the highest level of competence as the leader 
node. In order to calculate the level of competency 
(C), each parameter for election of a leader is calcu-
lated and normalized as can be seen in the following.
The remaining energy (ek): In order to calculate the 

remaining energy parameter of each node, the re-
maining energy node (ei) is divided by the maximum 
energy of nodes emax:

7 
 
 

)1( 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 = 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

 . 

The distance from the target entity (𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒌𝒌𝒌𝒌): In order to 
calculate this parameter, the distance between the node 
and target entity (𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) is divided by the sensing range of 
node (𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠), then its supplement relation to one will be 
obtained. According to the following equation: 

)2( 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 = 1 − 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

 . 

In cases where the sensor node is located on the entity, 
e.g. if the target entity is a geographic area, the distance 
to the target can be considered zero, or if adjacency to the 
center is significant, then the node-to-center distance will 
be considered. 

Multi-sensing (𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒌𝒌𝒌𝒌): In order to calculate the multi-
sensing parameter, the total number of entity properties 
achievable by the node (or the number of different sensors 
of a node) plus one (in case there is a positioning property 
in the nodes) is considered as the number of node sensings 
(𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) divided by the total number of sensible entity 
properties in the network (𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡) plus one (indicating the 
location): 

)3( 𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 = 𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡+1

 . 

The distance from the sink node (𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒌𝒌𝒌𝒌): In order to 
calculate this parameter, the distance between the monitor 
node and the sink node or the number of steps to the sink 
node (𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) is divided by the largest diameter of the sensor 
network or the maximum number of steps in the network 
(𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚):  

)4( 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 = 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

 . 

The competency of a node for becoming the leader is 
considered as an outcome of the mentioned parameters. 
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In cases where the sensor node is located on the en-
tity, e.g. if the target entity is a geographic area, the 
distance to the target can be considered zero, or if ad-
jacency to the center is significant, then the node-to-
center distance will be considered.
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(4)

The competency of a node for becoming the leader is 
considered as an outcome of the mentioned parame-
ters. The effect of various parameters on the selection 
of leader node, however, can vary in different appli-
cations, where different parameters do not leave an 
identical impact. For example, in most applications, 
the two parameters dk and ek are more important. In 
order to adjust the effect of parameters in calculating 
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the competency, each parameter is assigned a value 
between zero and one so that the total weight is equal 
to one:

(5)    
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�. 

-

(5)

As such, the value Ck represents a number between 
zero and one, indicating the competency of the kth 
node to become a leader that determined in each node.
Then, each sensor agent broadcasts to its neighbors 
the calculated value of C parameter. If the size of the 
largest of entity diameter, i.e. the distance between 
the remotest points in target entities, is considered 
equal to L, there will be two scenarios. Firstly, the 
communication radius of the sensor nodes is twice 
as large as the sensing radius plus L. i.e. Rt > 2Rs + L 
(Figure 4). In this case, all the sensor nodes detecting 
the target are in each other neighborhood. After one 
broadcast, all the monitor nodes entail the competen-
cy value of other nodes as the sensor agents deployed 
in the monitor nodes can specify the leader node (i.e. 
the node with the highest C value) through compari-
son of C values.

Figure 4 
Relation between communication radius and sensing radius, 
Rt = 2Rs + L
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The second scenario involves Rt < 2Rs + L. In this case, 
all the monitor nodes might not be neighbors. There-
fore, after one broadcast, some of the monitor nodes 
might not have received the C value of some other 

monitor nodes. After the first-stage broadcast, each 
node has a list of neighbors and their C values which 
are monitor nodes of an entity. The proposed solution 
to receiving the list of entire monitor nodes by each of 
the monitor nodes is that each monitor node should 
send a list of attributes and competencies of its moni-
tor neighbors to all the monitor neighbors. Thus, if two 
monitor nodes are two hops away from one another, 
they can receive each other profile and complete their 
list. This will be repeated as long as the list of the en-
tire monitor nodes is completed. The number of itera-
tions (K) is limited, and is obtained through Equation 
(6) assuming that the network is full-connected and 
there is a full environmental coverage:

(5)    
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After each monitor node obtains a list of all enti-
ty-monitoring nodes and their competencies, it can se-
lect a monitor node with the highest level of competen-
cy as a leader node. In addition, it is possible that two or 
more monitor nodes to be equal in terms of competen-
cy. In this case, a monitor node with the lowest ID will 
be elected as the leader node. After selecting a node as 
the leader node by the sensor entities, the sensor agent 
deployed on the leader node will send a request to the 
sink agent as the sink agent dispatches a desirable enti-
ty agent toward the leader node. 

4.3. Scheduling of Sensor Agents and Data 
Gathering
After the deployment of the entity agent on the leader 
node, at first, receive the characteristics of the sensor 
agents concerning the monitor nodes in order to de-
termine whether any sensor element will collect the 
information from the entity. Consider the possibility 
of geographical location and finally measure the re-
maining energy and its distance to the target. In order 
to save energy, the entity agent designs and sends a 
timetable for activities of the sensor agents. Based on 
the scheduling, they will focus on the physical entity 
and send the information to the entity agent. 

Since the leader node – on which the entity agent 
is deployed – is constantly active performing more 
transferring and processing tasks than other moni-
tor nodes, its energy discharges after a while and dis-
sipates earlier than the rest of the nodes. To prevent 
this, the entity agent should, after a specified peri-
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od, be transferred from the current node to another 
sensor node. To do so, another monitor node, whose 
competency is higher than the rest of the monitor 
nodes according to the list of monitor nodes, should 
be elected as a leader node to notify the substitution 
to other nodes. Then, the entity agent is transferred to 
the new leader as the former leader turns into a regu-
lar monitor node. Along with the current entity agent, 
the schedule of the monitor nodes and the list of node 
properties will be transferred. The energy in this way 
will be consumed moderately in the network.

4.4. Tracking of Mobile Entities
An entity whose information has been collected by the 
entity agent can be mobile and move around the envi-
ronment like military vehicles moving on the battle-
field or an animal roaming in the environment about 
which we intend to collect information. In this case, 
as the entity moves in the environment, naturally, 
nodes surrounding the entity, which can collect infor-
mation, are changed. Consequently, a series of nodes 
as entity monitor nodes depart from the physical en-
tity and thus make it impossible to detect and moni-
tor the entity. The sensor agent in these nodes notifies 
the entity agent in the leader node. The leader node 
should eliminate these nodes from the list. The nodes 
whose entity has been approached and laid within 
their sensing radius can detect the entity. The sensor 
agent of these nodes becomes activated, calculating 
the competency of the node for being a leader and then 
spreading the nodal properties as a broadcast to the 
neighbors. If the leader node is in the neighborhood of 
the new monitor node, the properties of the monitor 
node will be added to the list by the entity agent and 
the node is added to the timetable, notifying the new 
monitor node the involvement of the leader node. If 
the leader node is not in the neighborhood of the new 
monitor node and no message from the leader node is 
sent to the monitor node, then the monitor node will 
resend the message to its neighbors. Each neighbor-
ing monitor node can send the information of leader 
node to the new node and also send the information of 
the new monitor node to the leader node. If the moni-
tor node still does not receive the message (assuming 
that the sensor network is connected to a network), 
it implies that a new entity has engaged in the sensor 
network and there has not been any entity agent cre-
ated to collect the new information. In this case, the 

algorithm of selecting the leader node is exercised as 
discussed earlier.
When the target entity is moving, the target entity de-
parts from the leader node, thus curtailing its compe-
tency level. Prior to monitoring the entity, the entity 
agent should migrate to new monitor nodes in the vi-
cinity of the entity with high competencies.

4.5. Gathering Relationship Information 
Between the Entities

The physical entities can build the thematic and 
spatial relationship with each other. In this sec-
tion, the procedure to extract these relationships 
from the sensor network using the software agents 
is discussed. The early detection of a relationship be-
tween two entities is performed by overlapping sen-
sor nodes i.e. the sensor nodes will recognize two dif-
ferent entities. If the sensor agent in a monitor node 
is monitoring over an entity for example y, it detects 
another physical entity, for example, x, or is selected 
as monitor node by another entity agent, then it will 
introduce entity y to entity agent of x and entity x to 
the entity agent of y. The sensor agent and even the 
entity agents cannot determine the type of relation-
ship between entities on their own. Thus, the entity 
agents will notify the sink agent to deduce the type of 
relationship between two entities with regard to com-
plete relevant information and then add this informa-
tion to a semantic tree of both entities. 
In addition, if a moving entity is departing from an-
other entity, one of the entities might now leave the 
sensing range in the sense agents having been so far 
monitoring over the two entities. In this case, the sen-
sor agent will immediately notify the two relevant en-
tities as the entity agents will in turn, notify the sink 
node which will examine the type of entity relation-
ship so as to either add or remove information at the 
entity semantic trees.

5. Evaluating the Proposed Methods
The strategies are investigated from two aspects. 
Firstly, because the proposed solutions are applied 
on wireless sensor networks, the efficiency of sen-
sor networks is assessed by applying the proposed 
methods. For that purpose, there are several param-
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eters to be evaluated, such as energy consumption 
and network lifetime. Secondly, the information 
extraction accuracy of physical entities will be as-
sessed so as to analyze the proposed method for se-
mantic modelling. In the evaluation, the proposed 
algorithm is briefly called PESM.

5.1. Simulation Tools and Conditions
The open source network simulator, J-sim, is used to 
assess the strategies presented. To work with differ-
ent ontology, Jena library is used. 
A protected area, which is the habitat for gazelles, is 
considered for evaluation of the proposed method. In 
this area, a sensor network has been set up for mon-
itoring gazelles and their habitat. The objective of 
setting up a sensor network in this environment was 
to collect information regarding geographical regions 
such as climate information and also information 
about gazelles. This is a proper example of using this 
ontology because it has different mobile and station-
ary physical entities and each entity has various stat-
ic and dynamic properties. Various relationships also 
exist among entities. Physical entities of this scenario 
are 1) Geographical region 2) Gazelle. Each geograph-
ical region has static properties such as name, region 
type, vegetation type, and so on. The dynamic proper-
ties such as temperature, air pressure, solar radiation 
amount, humidity, or others. Each gazelle has also 
static properties such as identification number, color, 
sex, species, or anything else and dynamic properties 
such as speed, weight, location, and the rest. Further-
more, some information related to the gazelle such as 
the climate information of the gazelle environment 
is the same as the information of the region in which 
the gazelle is located. The used climate dataset in this 
work involves climate data obtained from the Meteo-
rology Research Center in Kerman, Iran. These data 
were collected by ten automatic weather stations 
based in Kerman province, and twenty gazelles are 
assumed in the environment.
In this scenario, a sensor network is considered for 
a given area with dimensions of 1000 × 1000 m. The 
sink node is settled in the center of the environment. 
The sensor nodes are located in the environment ran-
domly. It is assumed that each sensor node is able to 
send single-hop data to the sink. Other assumptions 
of the simulation are expressed in Table 1 briefly. 
Each experiment has been repeated 10 times for each 

sensor numbers, and the achieved result is the aver-
age of 10 executions. 

Table1 
Conditions of simulation

sensor node numbers 20, 50, 100, 150, 200, 300

dimensions of environment 1000 × 1000 m

period of data sending 10 minutes

initial energy of the sensor 
nodes in [1.8 , 2] Jules

size of data packages 526 bits

size of control packages 8 bits

The assumption is that the dynamic information from 
the environment might not be identical in all parts of 
the area. In this case, adjacent points in the network 
usually have identical information. In this situation, a 
geographic area can be divided into several geograph-
ic areas, where similar information can be extracted. 
Each of these geographic areas is considered a phys-
ical entity. In order to identify the geographic areas 
and sensors deployed in a geographic area, the clus-
tering method is employed based on environmental 
similarity and cellular learning automata[1]. After 
running this algorithm, certain geographic areas are 
classified into geographic regions. With the imple-
mentation of the algorithm, the number of geographic 
areas, i.e. the applied physical entities, will amount to 
fifteen geographic areas.

5.2. The Use of PESM Ontology
In this scenario, PESM ontology is combined with 
SSN, temporal and spatial ontologies. Part of the 
physical entity modelling of a geographical region is 
presented in Figure 5. In this figure, only one static 
property (region title) and one dynamic property 
(temperature) are considered. In addition, a geo-
graphical region is a static entity and its shape is 
considered as a circle. Figure 6 presents part of the 
semantic modelling for a gazelle physical entity us-
ing the proposed ontology. Due to lack of space, in 
this figure, too, only one static property (gazelle col-
or) and one dynamic property (moving speed) are 
presented.
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Figure 5 
Simplified view of semantic modelling of a geographical region as a stationary physical entity

Figure 6 
Simplified view of semantic modelling of gazelle as a mobile physical entity
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Different entities have relationships with each other 
such as spatial relationships of geographical regions 
with each other or gazelle relationships with each 
other or the relationship of gazelles with geographi-
cal regions. In Figure 7, part of the modelling for re-
lations of entities is presented. Geographical region 
entities can have any of the spatial relationships with 
each other. Gazelles can have entity relationships 
with each other, such as reproduction relationship 
(parent and child). However, gazelles can have any of 
the spatial relationships or entity relationship with 
geographical regions. For example, the temperature 
of gazelle environment is obtained from the region in 
which the gazelle is located.

Figure 7 
Simplified view of semantic modelling  of relations 
between physical entities in example
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5.3. Evaluation of Parameters Concerning the 
Performance of Sensor Networks
It is crucial to assess the efficiency of parameters in 
the proposed method concerning the performance 
of sensor networks. A major portion of the solutions 
presented in this paper focuses on clustering, gather-
ing and aggregating data in a wireless sensor network. 
Hence, the work needs to be compared to relevant 
works on clustering and data aggregation in sensor 
networks. Considering the proposed solution, some 
of the previous works were picked for the purpose of 
comparison: 
1 GPSR method [14]: A basic data gathering method 

in sensor networks where data are gathered with-
out clustering. In this way, data gathering does not 

take place semantically. In addition, all sensor net-
work nodes are active. 

2 LA-SleepScheduling method [1]: It is a cluster-
ing algorithm based on environmental similarity 
through cellular automata learning technique. In 
this work, after clustering, a scheduling algorithm 
is provided to enable sensor nodes for rotation 
sensing over the environment. In this way, the 
sensing data are not modeled semantically.

3 The algorithm presented in [7] is briefly called 
DSSM-RM: In this work, the data gathered by sen-
sors have been modeled through ontology. In this 
method, all sensor nodes are active. Unlike the pro-
posed method, the semantic modelling is based on 
sensors, not on the entity. 

The parameters used are as follows: Network lifetime, 
the number of packets received by the sink node and 
algorithm overhead. The experimental results are 
displayed in Figures 8 to 10.
In the first experiment, the simulation was estimated 
to last one month, i.e. 43,200 minutes. In the second 
experiment, the simulation continues until the first 
node dissipates. 

5.3.1. The First Experiment
In the first experiment, the number of packets re-
ceived by the sink node was compared in different 
methods. The lower the number of packets sent by 
the nodes in a network, the lower the amount of en-
ergy consumption in the network and the higher the 
network longevity. Figure 8 indicates the results of 
evaluations. The proposed method sends the min-
imum number of packets to the sink node while the 
LA-Sleep Scheduling similarly sends few packets to 
the sink node. In the proposed method and LA-Sleep 
Scheduling, unlike other methods, the increased num-
ber of sensors will not raise the number of sent pack-
ets. This is because the higher numbers of nodes keep 
the number of active nodes roughly constant. In fact, 
the number of packets sent in these two methods is 
proportional to the number of entities in the environ-
ment, not the number of nodes in a sensor network. 
The reason why the proposed method sends slight-
ly fewer packets than LA-Sleep Scheduling is that 
the proposed method involves only one sensor node 
(node entailing an entity agent) sending information 
packets for each physical entity or geographic area 
to the sink, inspite of this in LA-Sleep Scheduling, all 
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active nodes send packets to the sink. There are two 
active nodes here for almost every geographic area.

Figure 8 
Comparison of different methods with respect to total received 
packets in Sink
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5.3.2. The Second Experiment
In the second experiment, the network lifetime of dif-
ferent methods is compared together. The network 
lifetime in this research was considered as the dead 
time of the first node in the network [14]. The evalua-
tion results are shown in Figure 9, which suggests that 
the efficiency of the proposed method is desirable. As 
compared to the GPSR and DSSM-RM, the proposed 
method can greatly boost the network lifetime. How-
ever, regarding network longevity, it performs not as 
desirable as LA-Sleep Scheduling because LA-Sleep 
Scheduling does not collect information semantically. 
Despite sending fewer packets, the proposed method 
carries out more processing tasks, transfers inter-net-
work information concerning for example migration 
of the entity agent, and sends larger packets to the sink 
(for having more information on the entity as well as 
semantic annotations), and finally, it has a shorter life-
time than the LA-Sleep Scheduling. Figure 10 compar-
ing the percentage of energy consumption in algorithm 
in regard to the overall energy per unit of time con-
sumed in the network, i.e. the algorithm expenses in 
various methods. The ratio in the presented algorithm 
is higher than that of any other algorithms. Although, 
this is due to the presented method employs essential-
ly the LA-SleepScheduling algorithm. Furthermore, the 
application of software agents and also semantic data 
annotations involve specific over-head. Due to the fact 

that most of the time, the most of the nodes are inac-
tive, even though, the network lifetime is considerably 
improved as higher energy consumption in the learn-
ing phase is much more appropriate compared to the 
many other methods shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9 
Comparison of different methods with respect to lifetime 
of network

Figure 10 
Comparison of different methods with respect to algorithm 
overhead
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5.4. Evaluation of the Extraction of Physical 
Entities Semantic Information 
After gathering the semantic information of entities 
from the environment, it becomes possible to extract 
the information of the entities by applying semantic 
queries.
In this section, we intend to assess the accuracy of 
extracting the semantic information of entities. In 
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order to evaluate the accuracy of the information 
extraction, we compare the proposed method with 
the DSSM-RM method [7] which collects the infor-
mation of the sensor network based on sensors and 
semantically. Parameters under comparison include 
variables Precision and for responding to queries.
Employing entity-based queries to collect individual 
and relational information of entities is performed de-
pendent on the method provided in this article. How-
ever, in DSSM-RM which semantic data are obtained 
depending on sensor, absolutely no direct method is 
presented to apply entity-based queries. Therefore, 
to extract the information of an entity depending on 
DSSM-RM method, we extract information obtained 
by the entirety of the monitor sensors of the entity. In 
the difficulty under study, monitor sensors are posi-
tioned in the respective geographical region. Conse-
quently, to provide the information of an entity in an 
integrated form, we should provide the mean values of 
the attributes obtained by the sensors that have col-
lected for each attribute. To deal with the queries con-
cerning the geographical entities, depending on the 
attributes regarded in the query, the attributes being 
considered by all of the monitor sensors of geograph-
ical entities are employed. Consequently, since it may 
be accomplished that values relevant to an attribute 
obtained by all of the various monitor sensors of a 
geographical entity are all different, a threshold like T 
(in % ) is regarded. At this point, to consider whether 
an entity is considered as the result of a query or not, 
the values obtained by the monitor sensor within that 
entity are examined. Once at least %T of the monitor 
sensors of the entity accommodates the condition of 
a query, the entity might be regarded as the result of 
the query and also its proper information will become 
returned. Meanwhile, the DSSM-RM model does not 
communicate, modeled, or aggregation the entity 
information. Accordingly, it is not possible to imple-
ment queries concerned with the communication be-
tween entities. Hence, to compare the two methods, 
20 queries are designed to separately extract the in-
formation related to entities. 
To assess the precision of responses to queries, two 
variables Precision and Recall are used. In the DSSM-
RM method, selecting T value is effective. That is, 
increasing T value will enhance Precision yet reduce 
Recall. The reduction of T value will reduce Precision 
yet enhance Recall. Accordingly, to reach a balance 

between the two variables, some tests are carried out 
using various T values. As a result, if these tests, T val-
ue %87 is used in simulation and comparison. Results 
from comparing two methods with respect to these 
variables can be seen in Figures 11 and 12. 

Figure 11 
Comparison of proposed method to DSSM-RM with respect 
to Recall variable for responding queries

Figure 12 
Comparison of proposed method to DSSM-RM with respect 
to the Precision variable for responding queries
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Recall variable approves the ratio of the many appro-
priate entities extracted to the total number of desired 
entities for responding a query. The results of com-
paring both methods with regards to variable Recall 
is shown in Figure 11. Whenever there are certainly a 
small number of sensor nodes, the random dispersion 
of the sensor nodes in the environment may cause 
the absence of the sensor nodes in some regions. As a 
consequence, respective entity information is not ob-
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tained. Therefore, the information of several entities 
will not exist in the knowledge base and Recall value 
will certainly decrease. Due to the fact that the number 
of sensor nodes also increases in both of these meth-
ods, Recall value is significantly higher in the presented 
method compared with the DSSM-RM method. This 
is because, in the proposed method, the information 
related to the entity is collected by the right nodes (re-
garding various factors like the amount of energy re-
mained, distance to the target or centrality and so on). 
Whenever, each entity attribute has actually certain 
information in the knowledge base which might be to-
tally different. Therefore, it can be possible that some 
appropriate entities are not recovered in entities query. 
Precision variable illustrates the number of appro-
priate entities extracted to the whole number of the 
entities extracted as compared to the results of the 
query. Figure 12 compares two methods with respect 
to Precision variable. The proposed method outper-
forms than the DSSM-RM method (regarding vari-
able Precision). In sum, the proposed method has 
performed better (regarding Precision variables and 
Recall). The reason that Precision variables are not 
100 % in the proposed method is that the values that 
different sensors attained in a geographic area cannot 
be completely similar. Hence, a small amount (for 2 % 
of nodes), noise or environmental differences are con-
sidered. Those sensors taken as the monitor or repre-

sentative for sensing an entity may sense amounts 
different from the mean values of a region.  

  

Conclusions
This paper attempted to provide a method which sup-
ports both semantic and entity-based to gather data 
from sensor networks. As a result, the collected data 
can be understood by the machine and provide high 
transparency to be applied by users. Hence, this paper 
firstly presents a method for semantic and temporal 
modelling of physical entities. To this end, ontology 
was presented for semantic modelling of real-world 
physical entities. Afterwards, the developments 
required to model time, space, and entity relation-
ships were added to the model. Then, an appropriate 
strategy was offered to gather and aggregate data on 
physical entities. In fact, it involves the gathering and 
aggregation through software agents for physical en-
tities information based on the proposed semantic 
model. In addition, a strategy was presented to track 
and collect information about the mobile physical 
entities assisted by software agents. In several exper-
iments, the proposed methods were evaluated with 
regard to various parameters. The results indicated 
that the proposed method is adequately efficient as 
compared to previously developed strategies.
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